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Community Engagement as Shared Developmental Journey: 
A Personal and Professional Reflection 

 
“A university is around to help them discover themselves, to unfold and be the magnificent human 
beings they are capable of being. So let’s give them a chance to do some thinking about it as they 

go along, as they discover this big universe of work, knowledge, leadership, enjoyment, 
fulfillment, and so on.  Let them find out what’s inside of themselves, and let it come out.” 

 

The words of NC State Chancellor Emeritus John T. Caldwell—spoken in reference to undergraduates—

powerfully express my own conception of the purpose of higher education. As I see it, his words apply not only 

to students but to all who are touched by the academy: to faculty, staff, and administrators; to citizens and 

community partners; to institutions. These words point to the capacity for growth and to the centrality of inquiry 

in bringing that potential to fruition. They call for agency: for intentionality and responsibility.  They anchor my 

work at the interface of community and campus and define my way of being as an educator. They provide the 

developmental lens through which I conceptualize, implement, and support change-oriented pedagogies of 

engagement. Dr. Caldwell’s words have also helped shape my leadership in guiding NC State from a service-

learning pilot toward the establishment of curricular engagement as an institutional transformation strategy. 

“Community engagement as shared developmental journey”: The phrase captures the last 10 years of my 

own life as well as the last decade of the unit I lead, the work of the students and faculty and community 

partners I collaborate with, and the growth of the institution I call my academic home. And what a journey it has 

been! Earlier this year I stood in front of over 125 colleagues from around the state and across the country and 

officially launched NC State’s Center for Excellence in Curricular Engagement, an academic Center in the 

office of the Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor charged to institutionalize community engaged teaching 

and learning and related scholarship and to advance this work across the state of North Carolina and throughout 

higher education. Ten years earlier I had the seeds of a vision for what teaching and learning on my campus 

could be and for the types of relationships I wanted to have with students. But I had not yet experienced the 

power of collaboration with community members as co-educators, and I had no real conception of what my 

students, faculty and community colleagues, and I might do together to lead our institution toward greater 

achievement of its potential: the mission of which Chancellor Caldwell spoke. I had, however, learned about 

service-learning and saw in it the potential to integrate the range of faculty commitments and to give students a 

way to push themselves to new levels of self-awareness, critical thinking, and leadership. So I brought together 
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a small team of students, faculty, and staff; we reached out to other faculty and to community members and 

together began experimenting with service-learning. That grassroots effort led to a campus-wide planning 

process, which produced recommendations to formalize a Service-Learning Program; that Program served as a 

space to develop models and build our collective capacity to partner, conduct scholarship, and become change 

agents within our university community. That work and the evidence of its impact encouraged me to invite our 

new Provost into our vision; and it enabled him to appreciate the potential he could tap and release in order to 

advance institutional priorities around undergraduate and graduate education, faculty roles, and engagement. 

Provost Nielsen and I led a campus-wide conversation that produced a comprehensive vision for community 

engagement in the curriculum and for the Center I now direct. Provost Nielsen described the Center for 

Excellence in Curricular Engagement in our inaugural Annual Report as follows: “[it] will cultivate curricular 

engagement as an area of distinctive focus for NC State and thereby advance the priorities set forth in the 

university’s Strategic Plan… In collaboration with partners across campus and in the broader community, [it] 

will build capacity for excellence in the challenging work of integrating curriculum and community.” 

Equally important have been the journeys undertaken, with my support, by our students and faculty and 

community partners. Ten years ago three students helped formalize service-learning at NC State, co-creating 

with me substantial leadership roles and innovative models for partnering and reflection; three years ago 

another three students, co-authoring an invited book chapter with me, conceptualized the experience they, their 

predecessors, and their peers had with service-learning as a “developmental journey,” articulating what has 

become one of the central organizing principles in our work; this year I am working with students, faculty, and 

community members to refine that framework for application across all the partners in service-learning. Ten 

years ago one faculty member collaborated with me and those first three student leaders in our experiment with 

service-learning; two years ago I brought ten of our veteran service-learning instructors together as a faculty 

learning community called the Civically Engaged Scholars to build our collective capacity to generate 

substantial scholarship; this year I am collaborating with a core group of faculty leaders who are implementing 

faculty development among their colleagues, designing new curricula (including interdisciplinary minors 

grounded in threaded—or sequentially designed—service-learning), and disseminating our nationally-

recognized model for critical reflection and assessment of student learning. Ten years ago a small group of 
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community organizations partnered with us in our first service-learning enhanced courses; today, as one 

example of the depth we have developed, a consortium of seven community partners is collaborating with 

faculty from a range of disciplines to develop a multi-year, multi-faceted initiative encompassing service-

learning and community-based research. I consider it one of my most significant accomplishments that my 

commitment to co-creation has not only produced the infrastructure to enable institutionalization of community-

engaged teaching and learning and related scholarship but, most important, has produced this community of 

leaders, the relationships among them, and the shared vision that guides our collaboration. The students and 

faculty and partners who comprise the Center for Excellence in Curricular Engagement are changing education 

on our campus, the university’s relationship with communities, and the field more generally. Ten years after our 

initial convening, they are ushering in the next decade of our shared developmental journey, and it is gratifying 

indeed to have the privilege of nurturing their leadership. 

As I look back over this ten-year journey, grounded in community engagement, I recall some of the most 

powerful moments of my life.  

Moments of community impact: I see again a homeless couple participating in an Earth Day event 

implemented by students in my Environmental Ethics course in collaboration with the Hillsborough Street 

Partnership—an event that brought citizens together in a community visioning process and that produced a still-

extant mural documenting the participation of local families, students, the homeless couple, university staff, and 

local merchants. I see residents at an assisted living facility for the first time receiving email from their distant 

grandchildren, as a result of the Computer Literacy Project undertaken over several semesters by students in my 

course on Contemporary Science, Technology, and Human Values. I hear again comments from the Director of 

a community center, taking me up on my suggestion that he share with university administration his conviction 

regarding the importance of service-learning for student athletes. I see leaders of a community consortium 

functioning as co-educators with faculty in an “immersion” service-learning professional development event 

sponsored by the Center’s Engaged College initiative—teaching GIS and leading students and faculty in trail 

mapping and inventorying activities.  

Moments of faculty and staff impact: I see service-learning instructors drawing on their experience and my 

support to facilitate workshops for their colleagues and coming together across disciplines to write, to present at 
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conferences, and to develop new connections between campus programs. I see a new faculty member in her first 

month on campus thinking through with me how to build her research on nutrition education into her very first 

courses and writing a corresponding grant proposal. I see a colleague who came to the Service-Learning 

Program as a graduate assistant seven years ago now flourishing as the Associate Director of the Center, 

mentoring student leaders and new staff as she has been mentored in our relationship.  

Moments of student impact: I see Julie taking what seemed to be a risk and enrolling in a challenging 

course I taught, which led her to co-develop two new service-learning enhanced courses and ultimately to shift 

the focus of her health care career from treatment toward prevention. I hear Dong’s increased confidence in his 

ability to write in English, not his first language, because of the intensive approach to critical reflection in my 

service-learning enhanced leadership seminar. I see Heidi pushing past her fear of lacking the skills needed to 

interact effectively with the elderly and learning from a grandmother she formed a friendship with to dance the 

Lindy. I see the 11 students in the course that was my “best of times and worst of times” moving through a 

moment of profound insecurity in their abilities as learners to a leadership role in disseminating their conceptual 

framework for what they called the “shifts in perspective and practice” required for and fostered by the counter-

normative pedagogy of service-learning. I see Alissa as a first year student who elected a service-learning 

option in an introductory course, three years later co-developing and co-teaching a new Honors seminar as one 

of the Center’s student leaders. I see Jason setting himself the challenge of learning Russian after having elected 

to undertake a service-learning capstone project we designed together—in Siberia, because that was the best 

place to go to push himself beyond his comfort zone and to partner on issues related to education for sustainable 

development. I see Brandon engaged in some of the most sophisticated thinking it has been my privilege to be 

part of, exploring the ethical dimensions of environmental conservation while undertaking a similar capstone 

project in Ecuador and thereby finding the focus of his graduate research. And I see Erin, shy and uncertain of 

herself as a sophomore when we first met, two years later as a student leader in service-learning challenging the 

university to move from the “hope” that our students will “become” citizens to the “intent” that they will “be” 

citizens “now,” in a response to an address by the Chancellor at a campus-wide event.  

Moments of personal impact: I see myself, ten years ago tentative as a public speaker and unsure of myself 

as a scholar, today a practitioner-scholar giving plenary addresses, collaborating with national engagement 
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scholars, and consulting with campuses around the world. I see myself, ten years ago generally disempowered 

by the pervasive suffering of non-human animals, last year drawing strength from my relationship with a 

community partner and from my awareness of myself as a role model and stepping up at a spay-neuter event 

where my students and I were serving to rescue a sick young kitten from euthanasia.  

The force that enables this developmental approach and the corollary impacts on everyone involved is, at its 

heart, the culture of innovation and co-creation and the sense of community I nurture. The resultant potential for 

mutual transformation is found, for example, in the service-learning immersion activities that bring faculty, 

partners, and students together to experience the power and the challenges of the pedagogy and to begin 

designing new courses and research and partnerships … in the “Engaged College” model we are piloting, 

bringing faculty, students, partners, and administrators together in multi-year institutionalization efforts that 

transcend departmental boundaries and that are establishing long-term partnerships between Colleges—not only 

individual faculty—and community organizations … in a developmentally-sequenced interdisciplinary minor in 

Nonprofit Studies that is grounded in threaded service-learning, which is providing a model for another such 

minor in Global Public Health on my own campus as well as for curricular development on other campuses … 

in an emerging collaboration with local public schools that will generate an integrated community-engaged 

leadership curriculum for K-12 students as they move from elementary to middle to high school … in the 

partners, faculty, and students composing our Operations Council articulating the roles and responsibilities 

associated with being “co-educators” and “co-generators of knowledge” … in a new inter-institutional research 

agenda investigating the full range of relationships in service-learning (among students, faculty, community 

partners, and institutions) in terms of whether and how they might become more transformative … in an inter-

institutional collaboration designed to build capacity for service-learning scholarship across the state … and in 

collaborations with programs around the country that are drawing on our experience and models to enhance 

faculty development, to improve student learning and community impacts, and to institutionalize engagement.   

My understanding of the power of community engagement is simple: it gives me a vehicle through which to 

expand my own, my students,’ my faculty members,’ my partners,’ and my institution’s conception of our 

potential—especially as change agents on campus, in the community, and in the public realm of a diverse 

democracy. My approach to it enables a shared developmental journey. 


